Reality vs. fantasy

Reading Comprehension Worksheet

Practice
A parent or tutor should read to the student and help the student to record their answers.

-----------------------------------

Reality is something that *can happen in real life.*
Fantasy is something that *cannot happen in real life.*

-----------------------------------

Here are some things that are **reality** and some things that are **fantasy**.

Circle the word “reality” if it *can* happen in real life.
Circle the word “fantasy” if it *cannot* happen in real life.

1. Mrs. Kelly worked hard on her garden. **reality** fantasy
   She watered it and weeded it. She was proud of her garden.

2. Mrs. Martin had always wished for a garden. **reality** fantasy
   She wished so hard that one day when she woke up there was a beautiful flower garden in her yard.

3. Matt’s dad found a pot of gold at the end of a rainbow. **reality** fantasy
4. Patty’s room was a mess when she left for school. After she left, three little trolls came in and worked hard all day. When Patty came home, her room was neat and clean.

5. Henry and his dad went to a major league baseball game, and their favorite team won the game!

6. What are 2 other things that are *can* happen in real life?

   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

7. What are 2 other things that *cannot* happen in real life?

   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Answer Key

1. reality
2. fantasy
3. fantasy
4. fantasy
5. reality

6-7 Accept all reasonable responses.